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Community Vision
Maju Pulu Kita / Advance our Islands

Our Vision
Working together to advance our islands

Our Values
ACCOUNTABILITY

SERVICE
We provide the best
service we can, serving
the community and
each other.

We aim to:

Encourage economic
stability and diversity
on the islands
Provide community facilities and
promote social interaction

Advance Cocos, while
keeping its island character

Lead in making
things happen
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We take responsibility for
our own actions, we do
what we say we will do
and we see mistakes as
an opportunity to learn.

ACHIEVEMENT

SUPPORT

Being proactive
and enabling
the outcomes,
we are creative
and think outside
the square.

We support
our team and
our community
and look for
opportunities to
help each other.

Our values

INTEGRITY

RESPECT

We will be honest
with and transparent
in all our dealings,
maintain confidence
and trust each other.

We respect and
value others and
our interactions are
always respectful
towards others.

Shire President’s Report
It is with great pride and hope that I present this annual report to our
community and its stakeholders. Despite the challenges posed to us
through a global pandemic, from the threat of disease to the shortage
of supplies, the last year has seen some major developments for us
in the Shire.
In setting the budget for this financial year, Council gave much
consideration to balancing the provision of new infrastructure, as
identified in our Maju Pulu Kita Masterplan, with the need to look
after our existing infrastructure and to improve our environmental
sustainability.
Funding from the Australian Government, matched by the Shire, has
allowed two new homes to be built on Home Island for the first time
in over fifteen years. Further funding has also allowed for the Home
Island Retail Centre to be refurbished and expanded, another project
that has been a long-standing priority for this community.
Both of these projects provide a wonderful boost to our local
economy via employment opportunities and will result in lasting
social outcomes that will benefit our community for many years to
come.
Aside from these and other less significant capital works, Council has
approved expenditure on a number of one-off projects that enhance
social, cultural, environmental and economic sustainability and
strengthen our governance.

Our Shire has continued to seek
opportunities for local jobs, training and
other development opportunities. And
we have invested time and resources
in capturing our history and sharing
our culture - with each other, and with
generations yet to come.
This year we warmly welcome our new Chief Executive Officer, Kelli
Small, who joins us from Perth. Kelli brings a background in Finance
and Local Government and her passion for our Islands is evident in
all that she does.
We wish our departing CEO, Andrea Selvey, the very best in her future
endeavours at the Shire of Carnarvon. Your dedication to our Shire
was greatly appreciated and you will be missed.
As always, I respectfully acknowledge my Deputy Shire President,
Seriwati Iku and fellow Councillors for their tireless dedication to the
Cocos community. Their time and efforts will assist us in reaching
the goals we set out to achieve for Cocos, well into the future.
And, as always, I thank the Shire staff for their professionalism and
dedication.
Aindil Minkom
Shire President
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Chief Executive Officer’s Report
I’m excited to introduce myself to the Cocos community as your
new Chief Executive Officer. Having previously been a visitor to this
beautiful paradise, I am no stranger to the environment, nor the
challenges that I will face as CEO.
I would like to acknowledge Andrea Selvey, my predecessor - I hope
to carry on her great work moving into the future.
My vision for Cocos is a fully sustainable Shire, where opportunities
for employment and the sharing of culture is plentiful. It is my hope
that through collaboration and seeking opportunities to maximise
Government funding, that Cocos can fully realise opportunities for
infrastructure improvements, such as new housing, better roads, and
improvements to existing structures in the Shire.
It is exciting to be arriving at a time when significant infrastructure
improvements are already taking place. This type of investment
is important to our islands, as it brings more opportunities for our
local community to find employment and for our local businesses to
secure contracts. It also provides the opportunity for development of
apprentices and other career pathways for our local youth.
This year our islands have experienced challenges in terms of both
man-made and natural problems. Our work with organisations around
waste management is opening our minds to ways in which we can
tackle the huge problem of sea-borne and island-based rubbish.
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Our focus in the coming year will be to
leverage the work done in 2020-21 and
to develop a sound Waste Management
Strategy that will carry our Shire
towards a future of zero waste.
With so much progress being made in
so many areas of Cocos life, it is also
time for us to review our Strategic Community Plan, to ensure that
we have a sustainable future on our islands. I’m really excited to see
how this develops and to report back to you all in coming years on
milestones I’m sure we will achieve.
I wish to thank Council, staff and the Community for welcoming me
with open arms. I look forward to Advancing our Islands together now, and into the future.
Kelli Small
Chief Executive Officer

Functional Responsibilities

Functional Responsibilities
Our Services

Law, Order, Public Safety

The Shire of Cocos (Keeling) Islands is
dedicated to providing a wide range of
high quality services and facilities to the
community through the various serviceoriented programs which it has established.

To ensure that residents enjoy a standard
of living as free as possible from public
nuisance.

Governance
To provide the highest level of administrative
support to all Council functions and
activities as well as to elected members.
Activities include administration and
the operation of facilities and services
to members of Council including fees,
expenses, allowances, election expenses,
conference expenses, refreshments and
receptions.

General Purpose Funding
To provide a solid financial platform by good
financial management in order to provide a
level of service expected by electors.
Activities include rates and general grants
income, expenditure relating to the collection
of rates.
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Activities include administration and
enforcement of animal control, litter,
camping and other local laws as required.

Health
Maintain a high standard of health control
for the benefit of residents by ensuring
compliance with all relevant legislation and
regular health testing.
Activities include general inspections of all
food establishments ensuring compliance
with relevant standards.

Education and Welfare
To provide youth and community support,
community information and project services.
Activities include the provision of shire
community small grant funding, assistance
with community projects, school holiday
program and youth activities.
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Housing

Economic Services

To provide and maintain kampong housing for the community.

The regulation and promotion of economic development, tourism,
area promotion and building control.

Activities include the provision, administration and maintenance of
rental kampong housing, the administration of Kampong Leases.

Community Amenities

Activities include building and planning approval, controls on building
standards, assistance in tourism promotion and the development of
tourism facilities.

To provide high quality community amenities for the use by residents
and visitors to the Cocos (Keeling) Islands.

Other Property And Services

Activities include the provision of waste management, public
conveniences, cemetery maintenance and the administration of the
Town Planning Scheme.

Recreation And Culture

To ensure that all Council plant and equipment is in good working
order and to perform private works where required.
Activities include plant operations, private works, insurance and lease
administration.

To provide and maintain recreation and cultural facilities.
Activities include the administration and operation of Public
Libraries, contributions to community festivals and events, and the
maintenance of public reserves, the museum and other significant
sites.

Transport
To construct and maintain all streets and roads within the Shire to a
high standard.
Activities include the construction and maintenance of all local roads,
street signage and transport facilities.
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Alignment to the Strategic
Community Plan 2017-2027

Alignment to the Strategic Community Plan 2017-2027
The Shire of Cocos (Keeling) Islands service delivery is aligned to the
community aspirations and priority in accordance with the vision and
aspirations of our Strategic Community Plan 2017-2027.
The Strategic Community Plan outlines the strategic priorities
to address the community’s long-term vision which have been
categorised into four strategic result areas:

1. ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

2. SOCIAL

STRATEGIC
COMMUNITY
PLAN KEY
RESULT
AREAS
4. CIVIC
LEADERSHIP
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3. ENVIRONMENT
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Each of the community aspirations has several actions that relate
to it and the table below summarises the four key result areas and
associated aspirations. This Annual Report provides a brief summary
of progress against the higher priority actions and those in which the
community may have a greater level of interest.
Key Result Area

Theme

Value

Economic
Development

Economic stability and
improved potential for
economic development
and diversity for the
Islands

Encourage economic
stability and diversity on
the Islands

Social

An involved, inclusive,
healthy community

To provide community
facilities and promote
social interaction

Environmental

Preserve the Islands’
environment and ensure
future development
is sympathetic to the
Islands’ environment

To advance Cocos
whilst keeping its island
character

Civic Leadership

An informed Council
working with others to
advance our Islands

Lead in making things
happen

Key Result Area 1 – Economic Development
Economic stability and improved potential for economic development and diversity for the Islands.

Objective One: Support and assist tourism in recognition of its importance as an economic driver.
Direction Island Resort Proposal: Cocos Boronia Resort (CBR) is
currently working with the Commonwealth to secure approval for
the over-water component of the proposed resort plan, which is
fundamental to their business model. Council has extended CBR’s
site lease as they await the outcome of their recent submission.
Provide and maintain facilities that enhance the visitor experience:
The Shire continued to ensure that our Islands’ many outdoor
facilities were renewed and upgraded to safety and quality standards.
Sandy Point received some much needed attention, with the renewal
of the old wood-fired BBQ and the installation of new playground
equipment and accompanying shade structure.
New playground equipment was also installed at the Yacht Club and
other new BBQs were built on Home Island, West Island and Direction
Island, with the help of a skilled bricklayer who was working with the
Shire. A new shelter was built and steps renewed at The Spot and
two new picnic tables were installed at Trannies Beach in time for
Christmas lunch.
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Support the Cocos (Keeling) Islands Tourism Association (CKITA)
to develop a visitor’s centre: The Shire’s partnership with CKITA
continued to allow us to make information services accessible to
residents and visitors alike at the Visitor Information Centre in the
Home Island Museum. Over the last twelve months, a new solar
system has been installed to the building and a new window and
rendering are scheduled for the coming year.
The centre provides a fascinating glimpse into life on Cocos, from
early settlement, all the way through to contemporary matters of
significance, such as self-determination. Through our partnership
with CKITA, the Shire is pleased to have this beautiful facility now
operating as a self-serve visitor centre at all times, with the museum
staffed on Monday afternoons and all day Wednesdays.
Conduct a signage audit to identify gaps, upgrades and renewal
requirements: More signage around the islands was replaced in
the past year, as part of the Shire’s signage audit - with a complete
picture of requirements coming together. The most urgent
requirements around beach safety has been a priority, especially in
light of bad weather events, with more signage replacement to be
rolled out in the coming financial year.

Objective Two: Facilitate additional
accommodation to meet a variety of needs
Alleviating overcrowding on Home Island continues to be a high
priority for our Shire, so we were ecstatic to announce last year that
two new houses were to be constructed on Home Island for the first
time in over 15 years.
In October 2020, Council awarded the tender for the Design and
Supply of Two Kit Homes to BLS Construction. Work is well underway
at the two sites. The Shire’s Housing Reference Group has designed
what they feel is the best, most equitable and transparent way to
allocate the new houses to residents. We look forward to completion
of the homes in the coming financial year and to seeing their new
residents move in.

Objective Three: Promote potential
developments that foster economic
development and diversification
Refurbish the retail precinct on Home Island: The Shire is proud
to enable the refurbishment and expansion of our Retail Centre
on Home Island. The centre will boast three new businesses once
completed - a gift shop, a laundromat and a bakery, and enhance the
existing businesses, offering our community even further diversity
and much needed services, as well as new employment and business
opportunities for residents.
Funds for this important project were secured through the Federal
Government’s Economic Stimulus Package and works are expected
to be completed in the financial year 2021-22, with the project being
managed by our very talented local builder, Bulka. A variety of tasks
were undertaken in the last year, including re-stumping and other
structural works.
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Objective four: Support major events
The Shire continued to promote upcoming major events via its community newsletter and on
its website through the last year. Some highlights from these events are mentioned here.
Unfortunately the regular Australia Day 2021 community event on Direction Island had to be
cancelled. This was so that Shire staff could focus on the clean-up and recovery after a severe
weather event of the previous few days. The Australia Day Citizenship Award for 2021 went to
John Clunies-Ross. John delivers fantastic fireworks displays at many community events.
The Act of Self Determination Day celebration was back for April 2021, as COVID-19
restrictions were eased. This meant that the community was able to come together in
celebration, after missing the previous year in person. The much anticipated Corporate
Jukong race was held with great participation from West Island residents and businesses,
market stalls were operated throughout the morning and Home Island Hire offered waterbike
rides throughout the day for those that were interested. The day’s celebration ended with the
Seniors Group serenading the late afternoon with traditional music.
ANZAC Day celebrations were once again held over at the West Island Administration building
with our Deputy CEO Joanne Soderlund as MC. This year’s event was attended by the IOT’s
Administrator, Natasha Griggs. Thank you to the Cocos Club, North Park and RAAF for hosting
the gunfire breakfast, lamb & gravy rolls and 2UP.
2021 Hari Raya celebrations were a huge success as the Shire and community worked
together to find various innovative ways to connect and celebrate. Activities included the
neighbourhood dinner and drive by Karaoke. Many long-term residents have commented that
this year’s activities were the best in many years.

Objective five: Support employment and promote business
opportunities
Develop, promote and maintain a Cocos Capacity and Capability Prospectus: The Cocos CV
showcases the capacity and capability of the Cocos (Keeling) Island’s businesses, service
providers, workforce and labour force. This living document is available at cocoscv.com.au
and will continue to be updated with new businesses and job-seeker information.
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Key Result Area 2 – Social
An involved, inclusive, healthy community.

Objective One: Facilitate a long-term planned approach to sport
and recreation
Review, renew and upgrade playground and play equipment to ensure they meet community
needs and compliance standards: The community identified shade over playgrounds
as a priority in the Maju Pulu Masterplan, and the Shire has installed structures over the
playgrounds on both Home Island and West Island. A review and renewal of play equipment
has also been completed. With shade structures in place and upgraded equipment, our
children can have a safe and enjoyable time outdoors for years to come.

Objective Two: Assist and support community associations
and clubs
Shire Community Funding: The Shire is committed to supporting incorporated not-forprofit organisations/associations located within the Shire by providing grants up to $2000
to assist with the delivery of projects that address identified community needs, that aim to
benefit the Cocos community and align with the Shire’s strategic plan goals. In 2020 a total
of two applications were received with requests amounting to a total of $14,000. After the
assessment process, both claims were funded to the total of $4000.
Assist youth in improving their sporting abilities: This year we had Rugby WA visit us to assist
the Shire in facilitating coaching for our Rugby 9s. It is hoped that with good training and the
contribution of funds, the Shire can help our players to participate in training and competitions
on the mainland and across the region.
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Objective Three: Provide activities, services and programs for
young people
School Holiday Programs: Each school holiday the Community Development Team delivers
a wide and varied program of activities to keep young people engaged and active. We
acknowledge the great volunteers who assist us in delivering this program of events.
Youth Centre: The Shire provides and operates a vibrant youth centre on Home Island to
cater for youth between the ages of 12 and 24. These young people also show a great
deal of pride in their centre and fund raise for activities and equipment. The centre also
provides an opportunity for our Community Development Team to building and maintain
relationships with youth and get a sound understanding of their issues, challenges and
aspirations and then assist them to work on their priorities.

Objective Four: Promote and support an inclusive and
healthy community
Positive Ageing Strategy: The Shire has developed a Positive Ageing Plan that provides
direction for how the Shire will address, in partnership, the challenges facing its ageing
community. The plan provides effective strategies to facilitate meaningful participation in
the community to build social capital whereby community members are involved and take
leadership in shaping their community. The Plan assists in building a strong, connected,
accessible, harmonious and supportive community that drives improvements in the quality
of life of the older community.
Disability Access and Inclusion Plan: It is a legislative requirement that every local
government in Western Australia should have a DAIP to ensure its goods, services,
workplace, premises and facilities are accessible and inclusive to people with
disabilities. In addition to meeting legislative compliance, the plan aims to express the
Shire’s commitment to go beyond compliance and break down attitudinal, physical,
communication and social barriers.
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Objective Six: Provide opportunities for arts and culture
to flourish
Partner with the community to develop an annual calendar of events: In late 2019, the
Community Arts Group (CAG) was formed and acted as a point of liaison between the Shire
and Community on general matters relating to community arts and provided advice to the
CEO on matters related to community arts on Cocos (Keeling) Islands. Membership was
voluntary with a 12 months appointment which expired in October 2020.
CAG provided input to and feedback on the nature and range of programs, events, activities
and infrastructure to optimise community capacity, exposure to and participation in all forms
of arts and culture in the Shire. The Shire also sought advice from the group on social, cultural
and other local issues that needed to be considered in respect to the arts.
The group developed a calendar called
FOCAL (Festival of Cocos Arts and Life),
which showcased events and programs
throughout the year. These included an Art
Exhibition, as part of ASDD celebrations,
Poetry in the Pub with special guest John
Clunies-Ross, Panton in the Pondok with
special guest Nek Su and an ‘Inspiration
through Isolation’ Art Trail at the Barge in
September 2020. The trail encompassed
a meandering walk through The Barge
Gardens, which took people on a journey of
colour and inspiration. Submissions for the
trail were received from children and adults
in the community and public art workshops
were conducted in early October.
The Shire also commenced noncommercial Friday night movie screenings
in May of 2021. These are expected to
continue on an ongoing basis.
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Objective Seven: Collect, preserve and celebrate the Islands’
rich heritage
Preservation of historical assets: During the year, Council approved to submit a grant
application for funding of $1.5 million and committed Shire funds of $500,000 to restore the
old Workshop/ Tokoh on Home Island. This two-storey building has enormous heritage and
aesthetic value and is listed on the Department of Environment and Energy’s Commonwealth
Heritage list. It would be great to see it restored and repurposed, providing a wonderful entry
statement to Home Island. The Shire is very grateful to the Indian Oceans Territories Regional
Development Organisation (IOT RDO) for their financial support of developing the application
and supporting documents.
Restoration of the Museum: This project
continued during 2020-21. In recognition
of the heritage value of the site, the Shire
commenced repointing of brickwork, with
rendering of walls expected to be completed
in the next financial year. Solar power was
installed, with a new window delivered and
due to be installed in early 2021-22.
Emerging Curators: Our curators have
collected oral histories which are being
digitised and made available via the Shire’s
website and in the Museum. This project is
ongoing.
Pondok Heritage: The Shire completed a
project on Pondok Heritage, capturing a
fascinating history of the Pondoks around
the southern Atoll. The project officer worked
very closely with the community to gather
the locations, ownership information, history
and condition of each Pondok. Pondok
owners were also encouraged to share their
story via oral histories.
19
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Key Result Area 3 – Environment
Preserve the Islands’ environment & ensure future development is sympathetic to the
Islands environment

Objective One: Foster and support partnerships with
stakeholders and the community in their efforts to care for the
natural environment
Coastal Hazard Assessment: The Shire has conducted a coastal hazard assessment and
mapping project that considers social, cultural, economic and environmental implications
for our islands. This is currently with the Commonwealth for review. In the meantime, in
partnership with the Commonwealth, the Shire continues the reclamation of at-risk areas on
Home and West Islands. Some works were already completed at the Fuel Farm and we are in
ongoing talks to address other areas, in order of priority.
Community Clean Up: There were three major clean up days of marine debris in the last
financial year. Our residents are fully aware of the battle we face to keep our oceans clean, but
other organisations are working alongside us to tackle the issue at a global level.
The Shire has been partnering with Tangaroa Blue, an Australia-wide not-for-profit
organisation dedicated to the removal and prevention of marine debris, in data collection. We
have also worked with the Sea Shepherd when it visits to assist in the collection of rubbish
around designated spots on the Islands.
University of Western Australia Oceans Institute: As plastics become more frequently
consumed by populations in Southeast Asia and Australia, marine plastic pollution has
become a major concern for the Indian Ocean Territories. In 2020, the University of Western
Australia Oceans Institute was commissioned by the Shire of the Cocos (Keeling) Islands
in partnership with the IOTs RDO, to provide an assessment of the challenges inherent to
managing plastic debris (≥5mm) washed ashore on the Cocos (Keeling) Islands from offshore
sources. The resulting report presented a tool the Shire can use to appraise the viability of
competing plastic management options proposed by the private sector and enable the Shire
to design their own plastic management strategy.
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The Report provides a number of tools and methods for managing
marine plastics washing ashore on the Cocos (Keeling) Islands. As
marine plastics is just one factor in the waste management challenge
faced by the Shire a Waste Action Group is to be established. Whilst
there are ‘quick wins’ presented in the Report that may be able to
be actioned immediately, the Report will be utilised as an informing
report in the development of a Waste Management Strategy (building
on the previous ‘Towards Zero Waste’ strategy), that will provide a
framework for the management of not only marine plastics but also
local waste and waste solutions into the future.
Re-vegetation programs: The Shire has been planting more native
trees, in particular the calophyllum (pokok nyamplong), with an
aim of creating a space which will attract birds and where we can
experience native forest in years to come. We have cleared bush
coconuts in various locations, to allow the natural trail of calophyllum
to once again thrive across the landscape.

Objective Two: Implement and promote the
eradication and control of invasive and feral
fauna and flora
Invasive species: Through funding from the Federal Government, and
in partnership with Department of Agriculture specialists, the Shire
has supported various programs to reduce the impact of introduced
and invasive fauna and flora. The Macao Paper Wasp remains a
threat and the Shire will continue to combat this pest on an ongoing
basis. We have also conducted mosquito fogging on Direction Island
in May 2021, which is also being trialed for wasp control measures.
The Shire also continued to invest resources into controlling the
numbers of rats, chickens and cats. In partnership with Parks
Australia, we have been monitoring feral cats on Home and West
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Islands, as they pose a significant threat to native wildlife. A pilot
monitoring program using 20 motion-activated cameras was be used
and the information gathered will inform future actions we take to
reduce feral pest numbers.

Objective Three: Promote Responsible and
Sustainable Waste Management
The Shire continues to proactively identify opportunities for waste
minimisation and smarter waste management. Through innovation
and creativity, the Shire is designing a Zero Waste strategy for our
islands, with programs that included installation of water bubblers in
order to reduce the amount of single-use plastic water bottle waste
we face each year.
The Shire is also required by the Wester Australian Government to
prepare for the roll out of their ‘Plan for Plastics’ which has been
brought forward to the financial year 2021-22. We are well into
planning for this inevitability and we are confident we can meet the
required targets.
The Shire’s ‘Reduce, Re-use, Recycle’ program underwent a review
over the last financial year and will be implemented in stages over the
coming year.

Objective Four: Support and Encourage
renewable energy initiatives
After many requests from residents and attempts to secure funding,
the Shire has been able to deliver solar bollard lights to the back
laneways in the Kampong. The lights are intended to allow safer
movement in the laneways at night, while not being intrusive.
The newly refurbished museum was also fitted with a solar system in
the last financial year.

